


Discover your Anima, 
the unique hookah

Unique hookahs for the spiritual dimension 
of the contemporary smoking experience.



Story

From the very beginning of Anima, the creators had 
an ambition to bring to the market an innovative and 
modern product. 

The Anima development team draws upon many years 
of experience in the development of unique hookahs.



Vít Bechynský (Product Designer) assembled his first hookah at the age of  

16 (although it could not be called design at the time, it served its function).  

In recent years, he has been behind the development of successful products in 

both domestic and foreign markets. With the ambition to deliver a product for 

the 21st century, he embarked on the development of a completely new hookah 

concept with a group of friends and experts in the field. From the very first 

sketch, he embodied the idea of   innovative hookahs and the Anima brand. The 

whole experience of the products should inspire you to explore your own soul...

Anima brings a completely unique hookah construction to the market. It starts 

with the curved body, which makes sure the horizon of the water surface isn‘t in 

the axis of the hookah. The entire weight of the product is distributed at three 

static points. The design line is minimalist but, at the same time, both modern 

and original. Last but not least there is the integrated, animated lighting. All this 

adds up to a 21st century product.



Worldwide

Our mission is to bring innovative and advanced products to the market, going 

beyond the limits of possibility and the borders of the country in which they are 

manufactured. Anima is targeting the world market.

Be there with us and discover a new dimension 

with Anima products.



Design

Anima‘s design combines traditional materials  

and excellent function with innovative 

functionality and a futuristic look.

The stability of the hookah is ensured by a two-leg aluminum cast.  

The hand-blown glass vase connects smoothly to the curved porcelain 

body. The integrated wind guard protects the bowl from wind, while 

allowing access from the other side.



Integrated light

Atmosphere is essential to the smoking experience. With this in mind, we 

have designed an integrated light source for our hookahs, powered by easily 

replaceable AA batteries.

Anima light has many light and colour combinations, to allow you to create 

your perfect atmosphere. 



Construction

Our unique design combines traditional materials with innovative function and 

elegance.The hookah itself contains several design innovations. The bayonet 

closing at the neck of the vase has an inner diameter of 10 cm to allow for easy 

cleaning or inserting large pieces of fruit.

A check valve with high permeability provides comfortable blow of smoke. 

Complete disassembly of all hookah components helps with easy maintaining 

and cleaning of the whole hookah.The hookah leans against an elegant metal leg, 

which comes in two options: for placement on the table or on the floor. Anima 

can be placed in either of our unique stands, so which hookah configuration you 

choose is up to you.
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Table solution

One Anima, two placement options. For table use, place the cast aluminum stand 

on the bottom lock of the bayonet, which is part of the neck of the glass vase. 

This will ensure a firm connection with the hookah’s body.

Table placement is perfect for decorating the vase with fruit. Our table solution 

Anima is ideal for its compact nature and elegance, and is guaranteed to attract 

attention.



Floor solution

Place your Anima hookah in a giant stand, where the hookah is hung and levitates 

in space. The hanger is made of solid metal and the hookah slides in and out 

easily during operation, which will be appreciated by catering staff or in lounges.

Our floor solution is also compatible with the table solution. Alternate freely 

between these two stands and thus always have your Anima looking completely 

different.

Watch Anima levitate. A completely unique and remarkable solution that will 

make your Anima the center of attention.



Technology

Anima Hookahs are designed from highly durable, 
quality materials. 

During the development, we emphasized cooperation with masters from many 

fields, feeling this was the only way to create a smart, highly functional product 

with a sense for detail and craftsmanship.

All our materials and components are carefully selected and manufactured by 

local masters of crafts in the Czech Republic.



Materials

The entire hookah is made with fine materials, with an emphasis on precision 

and handmade production.

Anima is one of the few hookahs with a cast aluminum component on the market. 

The combination of the aluminium with handmade porcelain creates a unique 

synergy in functionality and elegance.

Czech crystal is blown in traditional Czech glassworks with a long history. Thanks 

to this, we can guarantee the high aesthetic value of Anima vases and the variety 

in our designs.



Quality

To ensure you get the highest quality of smoking experience, we have spent 

a great amount of time designing a deeply detail-oriented product.

Masters of their craft participate in the development and production itself, 

starting with handmade porcelain, hand-blowing glass or using modern 

materials such as cast aluminum. 

Anima Hookahs are produced in the Czech Republic, the heart of the 

European Union.



Customize

Anima hookah can be created in several designs. There are two options of stands, 

for placement on the floor and on the table, and also two colour series, Anima 

WHITE and Anima BLACK. You can choose from pure white porcelain or black 

matte finish with embossed decor in the Anima design.

Stand out from the crowd. Let‘s design a unique Anima together according 

to your brand.



Products

Discover how your Anima can levitate and how it 

reflects the colour of your soul.

The singularity of Anima lies not only in its unique design, but also in its 

innovative approach and our search for alternative ways to enrich the hookah 

experience and take it into the 21st century.

We offer Anima hookahs in two basic colour variants – black and white – and 

in custom designs. You can also choose a special design stand for any of our 

hookahs. There are two different versions, a table solution and a floor solution.



Anima WHITE  

Hookah in white design consisting of a handmade porcelain body, a vase made 

of Czech crystal, and a solid stand for placement either on the table or on the 

floor. With our innovative solution, the hookah is inserted into a solid stand and 

thus levitates in space. Its modern morphology further enhances the already 

distinctive visuality of the whole Anima.

Thanks to the integrated light in the heart of the hookah and the levitation of 

the whole set, the light cone shining on the floor is truly unique. Floor solution is 

an ideal version if you do not have space on the table, have low seating, or if you 

want to have a hookah placed stably on the floor.



Anima BLACK CRYSTAL  

Fall for the elegance and attractive mystery of a hookah in a black matte design. 

Consisting of a hand-made porcelain body, a vase made of Czech crystal, and a solid 

stand for placement on a table.

The integrated light shines from top to bottom through the optically modeled folds 

of the vase, creating a unique ambient atmosphere. Immerse yourself in a mysterious 

mood with Anima Black.

Thanks to the integrated light in the heart of the hookah pipe and the levitation of 

the whole set, the light cone shining on the floor is truly unique. Floor solution is an 

ideal version if you do not have space on the table, have low seating, or if you want 

to have a hookah placed stably on the floor.



Anima ETERNAL BLACK

The captivating combination of a  dark black matte finish of the high-gloss, 

handmade porcelain, and the sophisticated ripple of the crystal vase in dark 

black will transport you to the magical world of Anima. 

This elegant and minimalist design has a sensual elegance and simplicity. With 

the integrated light in the heart of the hookah and shining through the black 

glass, the light glow is noticeably more attractive, and the lighting effects in the 

light animation more sophisticated.

We have designed this model in two versions, one as a table solution and one as 

a floor solution. Discover our Floor solution - the ideal solution for anywhere 

without table space or with low seating, which will keep your hookah stable on 

the floor.



Anima PLATINUM

A very stylish combination of platinum body and pure crystal vase. The body 

of the hookah is made of hand-cast porcelain and finished with an innovative 

vacuum chamber application of titanium to a platinum colour. The surface 

finish is hard, high gloss, and very modern-looking.

We have designed this model in two versions, one as a table solution and one  

as a floor solution. Discover our Floor solution - the ideal solution for anywhere 

without table space or with low seating, which will keep your hookah stable on 

the floor.



Anima BLUE

Magically blue, that‘s exactly what Anima BLUE is. If you look closer, you can see 

the magical transitions from blue to rainbow colours. Anima BLUE is never just 

blue. It‘s different, it‘s inspiring and it‘s never boring.

The body of Anima BLUE is made of hand-cast porcelain and finished with an 

innovative vacuum chamber application of titanium to a platinum colour. The 

surface finish is hard, high gloss, and very modern-looking.

We have designed this model in two versions, one as a table solution and one as 

a floor solution. Discover our Floor solution - the ideal solution for anywhere 

without table space or with low seating, which will keep your hookah stable on 

the floor.



Anima COPPER

Discover Anima COPPER, made in a noble metallic reddish colour used by man since 

prehistoric times. A hookah that is both traditional and modern at the same time.

We have designed this model in two versions, one as a table solution and one as 

a floor solution. Discover our Floor solution - the ideal solution for anywhere 

without table space or with low seating, which will keep your hookah stable on 

the floor.



Anima MAGIC

If you are looking for a truly extravagant combination, we have designed Anima 

MAGIC just for you. Always different, always changing its colour and always 

magical. Blue, purple, pink, gold, platinum and that‘s Anima MAGIC. 

We have designed this model in two versions, one as a table solution and one as 

a floor solution. Discover our Floor solution - the ideal solution for anywhere without 

table space or with low seating, which will keep your hookah stable on the floor.




